
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

From Claudine @Seascape B lue 
Body Image and B lue Health Coach

How to use this 4 step Body Acceptance Mini Course to know youHow to use this 4 step Body Acceptance Mini Course to know you
are "beach body ready" are "beach body ready" exactly as you areexactly as you are::

Step 1:Step 1:
Watch this short videoWatch this short video (click here) (click here) to understand why I have put this to understand why I have put this
mini course together for you.mini course together for you.    Head over and do that first.Head over and do that first.    

Step 2:Step 2:  
Read each of the three sections on the pages that follow, and spendRead each of the three sections on the pages that follow, and spend
some time journaling about your thoughts and ideas and the questions Isome time journaling about your thoughts and ideas and the questions I
have set.have set.    Feel free to go as deep as you dare.Feel free to go as deep as you dare.    And know that some ofAnd know that some of
these could be triggering, as they discuss diet, weight loss and how wethese could be triggering, as they discuss diet, weight loss and how we
treat out bodies.treat out bodies.    If you are not one for journaling, get yourself a cuppaIf you are not one for journaling, get yourself a cuppa
and sit and think about them, without distraction.and sit and think about them, without distraction.    

Step 3:Step 3:
Listen to the Listen to the Body Kindness Meditation (click here)Body Kindness Meditation (click here) and then list at least and then list at least
3 things you are grateful to your body for.3 things you are grateful to your body for.    

Step 4:Step 4:  
Let go of all the bullsh*t and unrealistic expectations you have carriedLet go of all the bullsh*t and unrealistic expectations you have carried
for years and take your incredible and miraculous body to the beach -for years and take your incredible and miraculous body to the beach -
and enjoy yourself!and enjoy yourself!
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 Take some time to look through these questions, have a think andTake some time to look through these questions, have a think and
journal about the answers - there are no rights and wrongs.journal about the answers - there are no rights and wrongs.    (You may(You may
want to grab a notebook or somewant to grab a notebook or some    more paper)more paper)

1.1.            Recognise diet culture.Recognise diet culture.    We are surrounded by so many messagesWe are surrounded by so many messages
and images convincing us why we should lose weight, drop a dress size andand images convincing us why we should lose weight, drop a dress size and
shrink our bodies, and how this will make us HAPPY.shrink our bodies, and how this will make us HAPPY.    But intentional weightBut intentional weight
loss only works SHORT TERM - if this wasn't true, why would we all go onloss only works SHORT TERM - if this wasn't true, why would we all go on
diets diets againagain and  and againagain??      Happiness really does come from within.Happiness really does come from within.    

Ask yourself, (and journal below) how has dieting / intentional weight lossAsk yourself, (and journal below) how has dieting / intentional weight loss
made me feel in the past?made me feel in the past?    Has it worked long term?Has it worked long term?    If I have regained theIf I have regained the
weight, how did that make me feel?weight, how did that make me feel?    

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________        
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Step 2

Step 1
Watch the welcome video, here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-snOzlivVA21HusVOnV9Ge2JYaznHF3v/view?usp=sharing
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2.2.        Remove the word “should” from your vocabulary!Remove the word “should” from your vocabulary! When you spend When you spend
all day thinking of what you all day thinking of what you shouldshould do, eg a workout, eating certain things, do, eg a workout, eating certain things,
looking a certain way; but you don’t really want to or don't know how, itlooking a certain way; but you don’t really want to or don't know how, it
creates resentment, guilt and feelings of being creates resentment, guilt and feelings of being not good enoughnot good enough. It means. It means
we are constantly striving for something unattainable or unsustainable.we are constantly striving for something unattainable or unsustainable.    WeWe
push ourselves to do it and then sometimes wish we hadn’t. Or we decidepush ourselves to do it and then sometimes wish we hadn’t. Or we decide
not to do the thing and then beat ourselves up for not doing it.not to do the thing and then beat ourselves up for not doing it.  
Listen to your bodyListen to your body and what it needs right now. Sometimes, perhaps that and what it needs right now. Sometimes, perhaps that
is to eat greens, sweat and pant, sometimes it is a gentle walk and someis to eat greens, sweat and pant, sometimes it is a gentle walk and some
ice cream, sometimes it’s rest.ice cream, sometimes it’s rest.  

Ask yourself, what are theAsk yourself, what are the "shoulds" "shoulds" I tell myself about my body, eating and I tell myself about my body, eating and
exercise that are not making me happy?exercise that are not making me happy?      What could I do Instead?What could I do Instead?    WhatWhat
habits can I replace them with?habits can I replace them with?    How would it feel to let go of theHow would it feel to let go of the
"shoulds"?"shoulds"?    Is is scary? Why is that?Is is scary? Why is that?  

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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3.3.      Learn that all bodies are differentLearn that all bodies are different..    We know this, and yet we stillWe know this, and yet we still
attempt to look like the images we see or the people around us instead ofattempt to look like the images we see or the people around us instead of
accepting that we have a different, and equally good, body shape.accepting that we have a different, and equally good, body shape.    We areWe are
all different and that's a good thing!all different and that's a good thing!    
It can help to take control of what we see, and curate our "diet", eg media,It can help to take control of what we see, and curate our "diet", eg media,
TV, films, music videos, magazines, social media.TV, films, music videos, magazines, social media.    Stop looking at peopleStop looking at people
you think are inspirational - but if you're completely honest make you feelyou think are inspirational - but if you're completely honest make you feel
crap.crap.    Follow more people who show Follow more people who show real bodies real bodies and and diverse beautydiverse beauty..    

Ask yourself, do I honestly believe that only one body type is beautiful?Ask yourself, do I honestly believe that only one body type is beautiful?  
  Would I think my friend was beautiful if she looked like I do?Would I think my friend was beautiful if she looked like I do?        Or would IOr would I
think of her with the criticism I put upon myself?think of her with the criticism I put upon myself?    What if I called her theWhat if I called her the
names I call myself?names I call myself?    
And what if I was to accept that being healthy doesn't depend on my size?And what if I was to accept that being healthy doesn't depend on my size?  
  What would that change?What would that change?    

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Now listen to the Now listen to the body kindness mediation herebody kindness mediation here, and list below at, and list below at
least 3 things you are grateful for, about your body.least 3 things you are grateful for, about your body.  
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Now, take your fabulous, clever, remarkable body andNow, take your fabulous, clever, remarkable body and
get it to the beach (or lake, or pool or park) wherever youget it to the beach (or lake, or pool or park) wherever you
want to take it!want to take it!    And enjoy yourself!And enjoy yourself!    
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BECAUSE YOU AREBECAUSE YOU ARE  

  
EXACTLY AS YOU ARE!EXACTLY AS YOU ARE!

Step 4

Step 3

BEACH BODY READYBEACH BODY READY
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Thank you for taking this Body Acceptance Mini Course.Thank you for taking this Body Acceptance Mini Course.    
I hope this has helped shift some of your thoughts andI hope this has helped shift some of your thoughts and
beliefs and helped you see your body in a more positivebeliefs and helped you see your body in a more positive
light.light.    

You can listen to the meditation as often as you wish, andYou can listen to the meditation as often as you wish, and
the more you listen, the more it will shift your subconsciousthe more you listen, the more it will shift your subconscious
beliefs and thinking patterns.beliefs and thinking patterns.    It won't completely reverseIt won't completely reverse
years of conditioning about diet culture and ideals of beautyyears of conditioning about diet culture and ideals of beauty
overnight, but it will be the start of a new way of thinking,overnight, but it will be the start of a new way of thinking,
feeling and behaving.feeling and behaving.

If you have enjoyed this mini course, please let me know,If you have enjoyed this mini course, please let me know,
and encourage your loved ones to sign up too, and encourage your loved ones to sign up too, on myon my
website.website.
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I work with womxn and girls to help them make peace withI work with womxn and girls to help them make peace with
their bodies.their bodies.

If you think it would benefit you to do more of this kind ofIf you think it would benefit you to do more of this kind of
work, to help you overcome your negative beliefs towardswork, to help you overcome your negative beliefs towards
your body and learn to accept it exactly as it is, so that youyour body and learn to accept it exactly as it is, so that you
can do all the things you are currently holding back from,can do all the things you are currently holding back from,
such as enjoying the summer, I can help you in the followingsuch as enjoying the summer, I can help you in the following
ways:ways:  

Online Group Coaching Programme:Online Group Coaching Programme:    The Body Kind MindThe Body Kind Mind
Code.Code.    Go here for more infoGo here for more info

One-to-one coaching package, online or in person (BrightonOne-to-one coaching package, online or in person (Brighton
and Hove)and Hove)    - Total Body Image Transformation.- Total Body Image Transformation.    
Go here for more infoGo here for more info

Join my Join my freefree  Facebook group hereFacebook group here
  
Or just get in touch at Or just get in touch at claudine@seascapeblue.co.ukclaudine@seascapeblue.co.uk

Much love, ClaudineMuch love, Claudine  
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